
Reality Shyft: By Sean Patrick Foley

The show: This is a pitch for an animated series of shorts where episodes will typically be around 5 – 
11 minutes long. 

The Story: Four young people, late high school or early college, hang out in a mad scientists' 
basement, only to have something bad happen, and one of the characters ends up being swapped out 
with an alternate version of himself, who is a woman from an alternate present where the societal roles 
on gender have been flipped.

Themes: Through the reality swapped character, we get a look at gender in society. She's still a 'dude' 
like character, but all of the cliche's of being a dude has been gender flipped with statements like 
“Leave the thinking to us women. Dude's are only good for moving heavy stuff!” or “Guy's just don't 
have the patience to play first person shooters. If this was a game about making sandwiches, perhaps 
you'd be good at it.” or “Look at him wearing that muscle shirt! What a tart! Have some self respect, ya
beef cake!”
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Characters

JACK/ JACKIE - 'Main character' who has some chauvinistic tendencies, and is a total 'dude.' 

He ends up being switched out at the end of the first episode for JACKIE, who is a version of JACK, 

just from a world where everyone has the opposite gender from JACK's world, and the societal roles 

for men and women have been reversed.

SACHI – Tomboyish female best friend who likes Dinosaurs and Science Fiction stories, 

sometimes both at the same time! She is punkish, and leans more towards being a feminist at times, 

which makes things interesting around JACK/JACKIE. She is Asian, and the sister of SULLY.

SULLY –  A nihilist that loves making chiptune [music sounding like old 1980's video games] 

covers of modern day music, because he enjoys stripping 'the fun' out of it, and making something 

familiar sound alien. He is Black, and is the brother of SACHI

GARRICK – Male best friend of JACK and the two are in a somewhat bromantic relationship.

Due to GARRICK considering JACK his best friend, GARRICK can be a little possessive of JACK.

DR. ADAM – JACK's mad scientist father. Creepy, into making things that weren't women 

women, and he likes spiders. These three things give way for some crazy things, such as a toaster with 

spider-legs and breasts. ADAM often alludes to the possibility that JACK, his son, might actually just 

be a clone of ADAM, which would make sense given that JACK's mother is not in the picture.
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[JACK, GARICK, SACHIE and SULLY are hanging out in the basement, while ADAM works on

an invention in this shared space. GARICK and JACK play an Atari while SACHIE watches 

while being close to ADAM. SULLY is in in a corner reading a magazine]

Adam: Sachi! Hand me the hitchcock!

Sachi: The what?

Adam: It's the… [Adam does a series of finger quotations]“Dohicky” that looks like a “such and such” 

right by my “son's” stack of girly mags!

Jack: DAD! Those are just my gaming mags!

Adam: The ones with that young hotty in short shorts? Like you don't ever “read” those while doing the

Konami code on… [the device Adam is working on starts making beeping sounds] SACHI! Quick, the 

hitchcock!

Sachi: Oh! Right! [Sachi hands Adam something that looks similar to a squirrel. Adam loosens 

something using the hitchcock and steam is let out of the device]

Sully: Doctor A? Umm…

Adam: Yes Sully?

Sully: Just now… did we almost all…

Adam: What, die? Please! If this could kill anyone, do you think I would… [device makes another 

beep, Adam bangs the top of it with his fist] Do you honestly think that I'd be working on it near 
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children BEFORE taking samples of everyone's DNA? Now… this could possibly do something much 

worse than kill everyone, but hey… everything in life is 50/50, right Sully?

[Sully nods in agreement]

[Adam wipes sweat off brow] Well… that's about all I can do on that… and now we wait. [taps his 

foot, while watching everyone doing their own thing]  

Jack: You Cheater Garrick!

Garrick: [laughter ensues]

Adam: Well… you kids be good. I'll be back in like… [Adam checks his non-existant watch] 

To...Morrrrrrrow? Monday at the latest. [Adam heads over to, and walks up, the stairs.]

Jack: Garrick! WHY?! Why Would you do that? WHY?! [Jack throws controller down and stands up in

anger.]

Garrick: Hey man, it's not my fault that you can't wiggle a stick and mash butts as well as I can 

[Garrick stands up while talking, and wiggles his butt at his disgusted friend]

[Sachi rolls her eyes are her friends while Sully is looking at a magazine still, uninterested in the butt 

waggling.]

Sachi: Pfft! Aren't you guys tired of playing with that retro time machine yet?

Sully: [puts magazine down] Yeah guys, can't we play something from, you know, this century, at the 

very least? Jack, maybe you can plug in the Gamecast 180, so we can all play?

Jack: Dad doesn't like us [makes mocking hand quotes] “messing around” with stuff while he is away, 

especially when he's been working. Plus… the TV down here is pretty old...”

Sully: Come on man, it's not that old… do you need want me to tech support you as you hook it up?

Jack: Please?

[Sully grabs a show box from a cluttered corner, and heads over Jack and Garrick, meanwhile, Sachi 

grabs a soda from a mini fridge and opens it.]

Sachi: So, once it's hooked up, should we play Endlessly panicking plumber, or Sewer Rodent Saves 
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The Day? Or Ooo! [Sachi plops down next to Jack and Garrick] Jack! What if we play Crown of Light!

I'll frag you guys SOOOO HARD! [Sachi slams soda can down] 

Garrick: As if! Jack's amazing and with me riding as his shotgun? [makes shotgun cocking gesture with

his hand]

Jack: BOO YAH! We'd be sending you…

Sully: JACK! Don't..

Jack: Back to the…

Sully: Someone's got a death wish

Jack: Kitchen in… no… NO! [Sachi has no lept at Jack, pinning him and twisting his arm]

Sachi: DIE!!

Jack: NO!!!! My video game arm!

Sully: Tried to stop you.

Garrick: No Sachi! Not his nipples! He needs those!

Sachi: TWIST! [She has an evil glare in her eyes, and a firm grasp on Jack's nipple through his shirt, as

she proceeds to titty twist Jack]

Jack: [Jack begins to pound the floor] MERCY!!! PLEASE!!!

[Jack then accidentally knocks over Sachi's drink. Sachi then sighs,]

Sachi: Nice going! Go get a rag! Sully and Garrick can finish hooking everything up!

[Jack walks away, grumbling and using words like Boobs, hair, smell, etc. as he makes his way to the 

shelf that Adam had left the hitchcock.

Sully: So, what was Adam working on anyways?

Jack: No idea. Something about something… Hey! A grease rag! Yoink! [Jack attempts to pull the rag 

off the shelf, but it's trapped under some random equipment.] Ahem! I said YOINK! 

[Jack tries harder, eventually freeing the rag, but stumbling back and towards Adam's equipment, 

falling on it, and knocking it down, as well as a large box like contraption. Parts and paint fly 
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everywhere, some of it going into a fan that was hooked into the thing Adam had been working on. The

machine and box start to light up and makes sound, as smoke fills the area where Jack fell.

Everyone: Jack! [They run to his aid. Garrick and Sully lift some of the fallen things, including the 

large box container, off of Jack. Sachi runs to his aid]

Jackie: [coughs due to the somewhat thick smoke] Hey! It's cool gals! I'll be fine in a sec. [gasps 

deeply]

Sachi: Jack? You're uh… wuh huh mahn?

[The smoke clears enough so everyone can see that Jack is gone, and in his place is this new person, 

Jackie.]

Jackie: Oh my goddess! Sachi! You've got a a chest! Why are you a man now?!

Sachi: What are you talking about Jack? You just became a woman!

Jackie: Nuh uh bro! I fell into this box… thing, and everything became weird! And now… [Jackie 

looks at Garrick and Sully] Doris! Sally! You girl's look so hawt as dudes! [laughs] I guess my mom's 

machine flopped your genders! Thankfully I was safe in the box!

Everyone: What?

[Credits]
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